
CR IDentify 
BUILD BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CONFIDENCE

Robust data from

174 countries

Gain access to

174 countries globally

4.7 billion 
individuals


verified instantly

Instant ID verification of new customers, suppliers and 
employees
Trust is the foundation of any successful business relationship and begins with verifying the identity of the individual you’re dealing with. 
Traditional identity verification can be slow, unreliable, and involve extensive paperwork. Reduce the burden on your resources and 
empower them with a streamlined onboarding process.


Make informed business decisions and maintain compliance with our specialist software that connects you to our comprehensive global 
database.

Reduce your risk by knowing who you’re dealing with

Accurate verification you can trust

Best in-country sources from government data and business 
registers to mobile networks, utilities and more.


Our live database is continually updated to ensure you receive 
valid ID verification every time.

Make informed decisions 

Access global data covering 174 countries and multiple 
verification solutions to onboard customers around the world. 


Our experts will help you set up proactive analysis to ensure you 
achieve the highest match rates possible.

Tailored solutions

Easily move between options to tailor the service according to 
your needs and country-specific requirements.


Flexible search through various data points and critical data.

Seamless integration

Save time and resources while providing a smooth experience for 
your customers.


One contract that covers all your global needs, through web, API, 
or batch files, to obtain verification results instantly when you 
need them.



Learn more about streamlining your identity verification process with Cedar Rose

+357 25 346630 (Cyprus)

+971 4 374 5758 (UAE)
cedar-rose.com

info@cedar-rose.com
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How does it work?
1. Connect easily with CR IDentify

Connect your system directly to CR IDentify via API for instant 
access to our database.

2. Enter identification data

Enter the data you currently hold for the person you’re 
verifying, such as name, ID number, address and phone number.

3. Get instant results

Your results will be delivered to you instantly, confirming 
whether the person is verified or not.

4. Repeat as needed

Make informed business decisions with instant and reliable ID 
verification.

Subscriptions tailored to 
your needs
Get started with our subscription and set usage limits based on 
your budget.


Or choose our flexible pay-as-you-go option, and pay only when 
you need to verify someone new.


Discounted rates are available for larger volume requirements.


Fully automate and enhance your onboarding 


Bundle our identity verification solutions with any of our credit 
risk analysis and compliance checks, to create an automated end-
to-end solution for your onboarding.

Start your business 
relationships right
Make informed decisions and drive business results.

Onboard more customers

Reduce the strain on your internal resources

Hire with confidence

Engage with honest and trusted new partners




